7890 GC - SERIAL NUMBER Update – After Logic Board Replacement

Change serial number on 7890

- From 7890 keyboard
- Press “Service Mode”
  Diagnostic
  Instrument status [enter]
  [.]
  [.]
  [Mode/type], choose the country then [enter]
  [.]
  [.]
  Type the numbers [enter]

Note: Also Update the Manufacturing Date:

---

7890 GC - SERIAL NUMBER Update – Estimating Manufacturing Date for Serial Number

Original Format:

US10623029 – 29th GC manufactured that week
Country of Manufacture
Year 2006, Week 23
Series

Current Format: (Started Jan 1, 2010)

CN12503007 – 7th GC manufactured that week
Country of Manufacture
Year 2012, Week 50
7890A -1 and 7890B - 3